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[Symposium

I

And Justice for All?
The American Bar Association's report, "Agenda for Access:
The American People and Civil Justice," published in 1996,
estimated that millions of legal problems faced by low-income
Americans are never addressed by a lawyer. This finding was
based on data collected during surveys conducted in 1993. In the
time since the survey and report, little has been done to improve
low-income Americans' access to legal counsel. In fact, the more
likely conclusion is that the situation has worsened, and recent
developments forecast an increasingly gloomy future.
Although the Legal Services Corporation provides assistance
to many poor Americans, the program's ability to help is severely
limited. As Laurence Norton explains in his article, "Not Too
Much Justice For The Poor," restraints on the type of assistance
that legal service attorneys can provide and diminishing resources
severely limit poor people's access to justice.
Even the limited amount of assistance provided by legal
services programs is threatened by legal challenges to the major
source of funding for legal service programs. Interest on Lawyer
Trust Fund Accounts ("IOLTA") programs were recently held
unconstitutional by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. Although
the litigation involves Texas' IOLTA system, the Supreme Court
granted certiorari on the case, and its decision will undoubtedly
impact the IOLTA programs in every state. W. Frank Newton and
James W. Paulsen, two attorneys involved in the Texas IOLTA
case, defend the constitutional attack in "Constitutional Challenges
to IOLTA Revisited."
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Even before these new problems arose, legal services programs
were unable to address the flood of requests that inundated them.
Some states undertook their own legal needs studies and began to
consider new ways of addressing the legal needs of low-income
Americans. Lonnie Powers' article, "Legal Needs Studies and
Public Funding for Legal Services," reports Massachusetts'
experience with legal needs studies and the solutions that were
considered to expand legal services to the poor.
These articles address just some of the many facets of the
problem of unmet legal needs. Mindful of the complexity of the
problem, the Dickinson Law Review publishes this symposium with
the hope that it will make a broad audience aware of the extent
and urgency of the problem and call the legal community to action.
With many minds informed of the problem and seeking solutions,
law professionals can develop ways to provide legal assistance for
low-income Americans and the United States can become a nation
"with liberty and justice for all."
Kimberly Colonna
Symposium Editor

